Q23. Are you better off than you were eight years ago?

N= 800 100%
Yes ............................................  1           ( 1/263)   389  49%
No .............................................  2                      360  45%
Undecided (DO NOT READ) ........................  3                       48   6%
Refused (DO NOT READ) ..........................  4                        3   0%

Q24. Regardless of whom you currently support, who do you believe will be the next President of the United States (considering candidates from both parties)? (DO NOT OPTER)

N= 800 100%
Hillary Clinton ................................  1           ( 1/264)   218  27%
Barack Obama ...................................  2                      201  25%
Mitt Romney ....................................  3                       79  10%
John McCain ....................................  4                      171  21%
Other ..........................................  5                        1   0%
Undecied .......................................  6                      122  15%
Refused ........................................  7                        8   1%

Q25. The next question is about unemployment compensation.
Currently, employers pay into the state's general unemployment fund for their workers and it can be used if a worker is laid off. Would you support having the employers pay into an individual account that is owned by the worker and would be used if they are unemployed, or it could grow to help with that worker's retirement if they are not unemployed?

N= 800 100%
Yes ............................................  1           ( 1/265)   461  58%
No .............................................  2                      179  22%
Undecided (DO NOT READ) ........................  3                      156  20%
Refused (DO NOT READ) ..........................  4                        4   1%

Q26. Artificial trans fat comes from partially hydrogenated oil and promotes heart disease. How concerned are you about the presence of artificial trans fat in restaurant food?

N= 800 100%
Very concerned .................................  1           ( 1/266)   350  44%
Concerned ......................................  2                      190  24%
Unconcerned ....................................  3                      234  29%
Not sure .......................................  4                       26   3%

Q27. Should restaurants that use artificial trans fat be required to disclose that fact on menus?

N= 800 100%
Strongly favor .................................  1           ( 1/267)   447  56%
Favor ..........................................  2                      196  25%
Oppose .........................................  3                       67  8%
Strongly oppose ..............................  4                      49  6%
Not sure .......................................  5                       41  5%

Q28. Massachusetts is considering a bill that would require restaurants to phase out their use of artificial trans fat. Do you:

N= 800 100%
Strongly favor .................................  1           ( 1/268)   344  43%
Favor ..........................................  2                      194  24%
Oppose .........................................  3                      106  13%
Strongly oppose ..............................  4                      87  11%
Not sure .......................................  5                       69  9%

THE FINAL QUESTION WILL HELP US CLASSIFY YOUR RESPONSES WITH OTHERS TAKING THE SURVEY

Q29. What is your age category?
Read 1-6

N= 800 100%
18-25 YRS ......................................  1           ( 1/269)    18   2%
26-35 YRS ......................................  2                      71  9%
36-45 YRS ......................................  3                      165  21%
46-55 YRS ......................................  4                      230  29%
56-65 YRS ......................................  5                      186  23%
OVER 65 YRS ....................................  6                      121  15%
REFUSED ........................................  7                        9   1%